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ABSTRACT

Miromahined gyrosopes are probably the most hallenging type of transduers ever attempted to be designed in
miro-world. A nail-size dynami system integrated with ontrol eletronis on the same silion hip (Fig. 1(a)) is
designed to be a very sensitive sensor whih is potentially able to detet maneuvers and motions beyond human
pereption. Along with exiting opportunities whih MEMS gyrosopes ould bring to everyday life, the minia-
turization introdues many new tehnial hallenges. Multi-degree of freedom dynamis, sensitivity to fabriation
imperfetions, dynami instability, limited ontrol resoures - all these raise a number of fundamentally hallenging
issues in the design, analysis, and ontrol of miromahined gyrosopes. In this paper, we summarize priniples of
operation, review reent researh and development e�orts, and disuss potential appliations and the future market
of silion based miromahined gyrosopes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Truly low-ost inertial sensors have been a goal of the industry for many years. Until reently, the high ost of
preision inertial sensors has preluded their use in automotive appliations, onsumer eletronis, robotis, and a
wide range of military appliations.

Reent advanes in silion miromahining tehnology have raised the possibility of revolutionizing the �eld of
inertial instruments by providing inexpensive, miniature gyrosopes, to address market needs for low-ost medium
performane inertial instruments.

Miromahined aelerometers have been extremely suessful in high volume and low-ost automotive appli-
ations suh as air bags, vehile stabilization systems and ative suspensions. Miro-gyrosopes are projeted to
exhibit a similar suess. While MEMS aelerometers are relatively mature, urrent MEMS gyrosope prototypes
are tehnially immature and unreliable. World-wide, many universities, researh enters, and industrial laboratories
make e�orts to develop onepts and fabriation tehnologies that may improve the performane and reliability of
miromahined gyrosopes.

The goal of this paper is to review urrent researh and development e�orts in the area of miniaturized inertial
instruments and highlight hallenges in development of reliable MEMS gyrosopes.

2. APPLICATIONS

There is a wide range of potential appliations for inexpensive gyrosopes (Fig. 2(a)). Until reently, the high-ost,
size, weight, and power onsumption of the onventional gyrosopes (Fig. 1(b)) preluded their use in automotive
appliations, onsumer eletroni, omputer peripherals, and Global Positioning Systems (GPS) augmentation. As
soon as the �rst family of inexpensive inertial sensors is on the market, they will revolutionize the way we think
about onsumer eletronis, personal navigation, and applianes. Without doubts, miromahined gyrosopes will
render new markets in the automotive, aerospae, defense, industrial, ommerial, and medial industries.

Further author information: (Send orrespondene to A.M.S.: E-mail: ashkel�ui.edu)
Web: http://mems.eng.ui.edu
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(a) (b)

Figure 1. (a)Fingernail sized gyro module inludes three gyrosopes integrated with on-hip ontrol eletronis. The hip is
being fabriated in Sandia's iMEMS tehnology; (b) Conventional vs. MEMS inertial measurement unit.1 Miromahined gy-
rosopes will lead to orders of magnitude redution in ost, size, weight, and power onsumption ompare to their onventional
ounterparts

Figure 2. (a) There is an emerging need for low-ost gyrosopes in automotive industry. Other industries, inluding
aerospae, defense, onsumer eletronis, and mediine will greatly bene�t as well; (b) Appliation of sensors in automotive
industry

2.1. Automotive Appliation

The automotive industry is a major ommerial driver for development of MEMS-based inertial measurement prod-
uts.

There is a large onsumer demand for ride stabilization systems, rollover detetion units, antilok braking systems
(ABS) as well as other vehile safety systems. Currently, ars are equipped with approximately 50-85 sensors per
vehile (Figure 2(b)). It the projeted, that the number of sensors per vehile will double within the next few years,
and miromahined gyrosopes along with aelerometers are going to be the key vehile safety sensors.
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As an example, an array of sensors inluding the yaw gyrosope will help to detet and orret deviations between
the driver's intended ourse and the atual ourse of the vehile. Suh deviations will be determined through the use
of steering olumn sensors to measure intended ourse, and yaw rate sensors that measure the ar's atual ourse
by deteting the degree of vehile spin or rotation. The latest models of Cadillas, Corvettes, Meredes, BMWs,
Volkswagens will be using rate sensors in vehile dynami ontrol systems that will improve ar safety.2

2.2. Navigation and GPS Augmentation

MEMS gyrosopes and aelerometers an potentially be used to form an inertial navigation unit to augment GPS.

Figure 3. A six-degree-of-freedom, �ngernail-sized IMU with integrated signal-proessing and ontrol iruitry, designed at
the University of California, Berkeley, and fabriated by Sandia National Laboratories (Courtesy of BSAC).

Shown in Fig. 3 is a prototype of a six-degree-of-freedom inertial measurement unit (IMU) on-a-hip with in-
tegrated signal-proessing and ontrol iruitry, whih is designed at the University of California, Berkeley, and
fabriated by Sandia National Laboratories. This unit ombines a dual-axis rate gyrosope, a z-axis gyrosope, and a
three-axis aelerometer hip to measure angular rate and aeleration without the need to align individual sensors.

MEMS gyrosopes, however, are urrently immature and require several orders of magnitude improvement in
stability. To be useful in GPS augmentation, the gyro drift rate should be low enough to make the devie useful
for operations of at least 2-4 hours between GPS position updates. This is urrently a very big hallenge for
miromahined gyrosopes.

2.3. Consumer Eletronis

There is a wide range of appliations for small and inexpensive angular rate sensors in onsumer eletronis. Applia-
tions that are already entering the market are gyro-based anti-jitter system for omorders, 3D omputer air mouse,
wireless 3D pointing devies for interative presentations. Low-ost gyrosopes are also entering toy and game indus-
try markets; urrently advertised are gyro-enhaned wireless remote-ontrol ars, motion feedbak systems for video
games and virtual reality. Presently, miro-mahined gyrosopes are able to meet ost and performane requirements
for most of onsumer eletronis appliations.

2.4. Robotis and Intelligent Systems

There is also a large potential for using low-ost gyrosopes for roboti systems, from industrial ranes to intelligent
mobile robots and arm-manipulators. In ase of mobile robots, MEMS gyrosopes and aelerometers, in onjuntion
with a ompass and inlinometers, an provide reliable position and orientation estimation in robot navigation tasks.
As desribed earlier, MEMS Inertial Measurement Units an be an essential tool for position measurements in robot
navigation where GPS is not available or obsured (e.g., indoor appliations, other planets, or near the poles).

Other potential appliations of low-ost gyrosopes are loation units for handling inventory in large warehouses
and industrial plants and personal navigation systems for eletroni map following.

Miromahined gyrosopes an also be suessfully used for stabilization of satellite antenna systems of shipboards,
airrafts and land vehiles. Cost-e�etive miniature gyrosopes an be inorporated into the newest generation of
high-reliability, solid-state avionis and ight information systems.
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3. THE CORIOLIS EFFECT AND
PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

Most miromahined gyrosopes are utilizing the onept of using a vibrating element to measure rotational veloity
based on the Coriolis priniple.

In most designs, the miromahined vibrating angular rate sensor onsists of a mass suspended on elasti sup-
porting exures anhored to the substrate. The devies are typially fabriated using lithography, deposition, and
sequential hemial ething of polysilion �lm and release �lm, as well as shaping devies from a single silion wafer
or monorystalline piezoeletri quartz.

In the basis of operation, the proof-mass, whih onstitute the ative portion of the sensor, is driven by an
osillator iruit at a preise amplitude and high frequeny, Fig. 4. When subjeted to a rotation, the proof-mass
will be subjeted to the Coriolis fore:

F = 2m
� V

where m - mass, V - instantaneous radial veloity of the enter of mass, 
 - input rate.

To desribe dynamis of the gyrosope, it is onvenient to introdue two oordinate systems: {�; �; �} - inertial,
�xed in an absolute spae, and {x; y; z} - non-inertial, rigidly attahed to the platform. Angular veloity ~
 =
(
x;
y;
z) of the platform is assoiated with angular veloity of the objet to whih the gyrosope is attahed,
Fig. 4(a).

The behavior of the gyrosope is naturally desribed with respet to the non-inertial oordinate frame {x; y; z}.
When equations of motion are written with respet to this frame, the "�titious" or "inertial fores" has to be treated
as atual physial fores. The seond Newton Law then has the form m~axyz = ~Fext �m~ae �m~a. Here, ~axyz is a

linear aeleration of the gyrosope with respet to the oordinate frame {x; y; z}, ~Fext is a sum of all external fores
ating on the proof mass (inluding elasti restoring fores, damping, et.), ~ae is entrifugal aeleration whih is a

funtion of 
2 and
_~
, and ~a is the Coriolis aeleration.

In traditional appliations of gyrosopes the rotation rate is small relative to the natural frequeny of the system
and is also onstant over a relatively long time interval. Also, linear aeleration terms an be typially anelled out
as an o�set from the output response. In addition, if we are interested in measuring the rotation rate about only the
z-axis (Fig. 4), then it is possible to make the sti�ness in the z-diretion muh larger than the sti�ness in the other
two orthogonal diretions through speial fabriation tehniques and areful design. If all these requirements are
satis�ed, all inertial fores, exept the Coriolis fore, an be ignored (or ompensated) and the governing equations
in Cartesian oordinates {x; y; z} are given by

�x+ !2
nx� 2
 _y = 0

�y + !2
ny + 2
 _x = 0 (1)

The essential feature of these equations is the presene of the Coriolis aeleration terms �2
 _y and 2
 _x. These
two terms will appear only if the equations of motion are written in a non-inertial oordinate frame. It is the Coriolis
aeleration that auses a transfer of energy between two of the gyrosope modes of operation.

The resultant Coriolis fore is perpendiular to both the input rate and the instantaneous radial veloity in the
drive diretion. This produes a motion of the proof-mass in diretion perpendiular to its initial osillation.

The pikup ombs (or eletrodes), being the sensing portion of the miromahined gyrosope, respond to the
osillation of the proof-mass by produing an eletrial signal. After ampli�ation, this signal is demodulated into a
DC signal proportional to the sensor's rotation.

To measure rotation rate, the proof-mass is driven to a �xed amplitude along the x-axis by applying an eletrostati
drive fore to the proof-mass along the x-axis. In the absene of rotation there will be no motion of the proof-mass
along the y-axis, Fig. 4(a). Under rotation, however, the Coriolis aeleration will ause energy to be transferred
from the x-axis (primary mode) to the y-axis (seondary mode) building up a vibration amplitude along the y-axis.
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Figure 4. (a) Mass-spring model of the vibratory miromahined gyrosope; (b) The response of the vibratory gyrosope
to the Coriolis fore.

The ratio of the amplitude in the seondary mode of vibration to the amplitude of the primary mode of vibration
an be shown to be proportional to the rotation rate and is given by

y

x
= 2Q




!n
(2)

Notie, that the gyrosope response is proportional to quality fator Q of the devie. If the quality fator is not
hanging, the rotation rate an be determined by simply measuring the amplitude of the seondary mode, Fig. 4(b).
Rotation rate an be measured by operating the gyrosope in either the open-loop or the losed-loop (fore-to-
rebalane) modes. In the losed loop mode, the ontrol system operates exatly like the amplitude ontrol in the
drive diretion. Only in the ase of the losed-loop ontrol, the seondary mode amplitude is ontinuously driven to
zero rather than to a �xed value.

4. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS

World-wide, many aademi universities, researh enters, and industrial laboratories make e�orts to develop high
quality ost-e�etive inertial sensors whih ould replae their existing bulky and very expensive ounterparts. To
ahieve this goal, miromahined silion gyrosopes have been the subjet of extensive researh and development
over the past few years (a omprehensive review was reently published in3).

A number of vibratory gyrosopes have been demonstrated, inluding tuning forks,4 vibrating beams,5 and
vibrating shells.6 Ahieving high-grade performane levels has proven to be a tough hallenge for miromahined
gyrosopes, and new tehnologies and approahes are being developed.

4.1. Mirofabriation Tehnologies

Quartz based tehnologies were the �rst tehnologies employed in the fabriation of ost e�etive gyrosopes. In the
late 1980's, after suessful demonstration of bath-fabriated silion aelerometers, some e�orts were initiated to
replae quartz with silion in miromahined vibratory gyrosopes.

In general, silion miromahining proesses for fabriation of vibratory gyrosopes fall into one of four ategories:
1) polysilion surfae miromahining; 2) silion bulk miromahining and wafer bonding; 3) ombined bulk and
surfae miromahining or so-alled mixed proesses; 4) Quartz-based proesses.

4.2. Surfae Miromahined Gyrosopes

Silion surfae miromahining is the most advaned tehnology for manufaturing sensors on-a-hip. This is mainly
due to its ompatibility with a well established onventional IC tehnology. In reent years there a number of surfae
miromahining fabriation proesses have been developed whih, in addition to shrinking the sensor size by several
orders of magnitude in omparison to onventional sensors, allow to add integrated eletronis to the same silion
hip, reating an entire system on a hip.7 Below we review some of the results in gyrosope development using
surfae miromahining tehnologies.
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Figure 5. Berkeley's Z-axis vibratory rate gyrosope was integrated with a transresistane ampli�er on a single die using
the Analog Devies BiMEMS proess8

Figure 6. Die shot of Berkeley's Dual-axis rate gyrosope, integrated with sense and drive eletronis using Analog Devies,
In., surfae-miromahining proess .9

Single- and dual- axis polysilion surfae miromahined gyrosopes have been realized by researhers at Berkeley,8
9 and Samsung.10{12 Berkeley's Z-axis vibratory rate gyrosope was integrated with a trans-resistane ampli�er on
a single die using the Analog Devies BiMEMS proess, Fig 5. This devie demonstrated a resolution of 10=s=

p
Hz

with performane projeted to improve to 0:10=s=
p
Hz.

Samsung has also reported a very similar surfae-miromahined z-axis devie, that demonstrated a resolution of
0:10=s at 2 Hz, an operating bandwidth of 100 Hz, and a linearity of 1% full sale in a range of 900=s.

Berkeley has reported an interesting surfae miromahined dual-axis gyrosope whih is based on rotational
resonane of a 2-�m-thik polysilion rotor disk9 (Fig. 6). This devie, integrated with eletronis, yielded a random
walk as low as 100=

p
Hz with ross-axis sensitivity ranging 3-16%.

Murata has demonstrated a surfae-miromahined polysilion gyrosope that is sensitive to lateral (x- or y-axis)
angular rate.13 This devie showed an open-loop noise-equivalent rate of 20=s=

p
Hz. Later in 1997, Samsung

reported a similar devie. This devie showed an improved open-loop noise-equivalent rate of 0:1=s=
p
Hz with a

good linearity up to 1000=s.

Researhers at General Motors and the University of Mihigan have developed a vibrating ring gyrosope6 using
the tehnology of eletroforming nikel into a thik polymide (or photoresist) mold on a silion substrate in a post
iruit proess. The gyrosope demonstrated a resolution 0:50=s in a 25 Hz bandwidth.

Reently, a group at HSG-IMTT, Germany, have demonstrated and reported a surfae-miromahined preision
x-axis vibratory gyrosope (MARS-RR) with standard Bosh foundry proess featuring a 10�m thik strutural
polysilion layer in addition to the buried polysilion layer, whih de�nes the sense eletrodes. The reported perfor-
mane of this devie is quite impressive: a random angle walk of 0:270=

p
h, a bias stability of 650=h, and a sale-fator

nonlinearity of < 0:2%.14
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Figure 7. Draper's single-rystal silion-on-glass tuning-fork gyrosope4

4.3. Bulk-Miromahined Gyrosopes

The Charles Stark Draper Laboratory demonstrated one of the �rst bath-fabriated silion miromahined rate
gyrosopes in 1991. This bulk silion devie was a double gimbal vibratory gyrosope supported by torsional exures,
with the vibrating mehanial element made from p++ silion (100). A rotation rate resolution of 40=s in a 1 Hz
bandwidth was realized using this struture. Later in 1993, Draper reported an improved 1mm2 silion-on-glass
tuning fork gyrosope, Fig. 7, fabriated through the dissolved wafer proess.4 The noise equivalent rate observed
by this struture was 4700=h in a 60 Hz bandwidth, equivalent to 0:020=s in a 1 Hz bandwidth or angle random walk
of 0:720=

p
h. With a thermal ontrol integrated on-a-hip this devie is projeted to improve performane to 100=h.

The JPL, in ollaboration with the University of California, Los Angeles, has demonstrated a bulk miromahined,
preision silion MEMS vibratory gyrosope for spae appliations.15 A bias stability of 700=h and an angle random
walk of 6:30=

p
h were ahieved in this devie. It should be notied, however, that this devie is non-monolithi and

requires an after-fabriation assembling.

Researhers at the University of Neuhatel, Switzerland, have demonstrated a tuning-fork design.16 This gyro-
sope was fabriated through silion bulk miromahining and was wafer-level vauum pakaged by anodi bonding
of the silion wafer to enapsulate glass wafers. This devie showed a sensitivity of 4nV=0=s with exellent linearity
up to 7500=s.

British Aerospae Systems and Equipment, in ollaboration with Sumitomo Preision Produts, has developed a
miromahined single-rystal silion ring gyrosope with a reported root-mean-square noise oor of 0:150=s in a 30
Hz bandwidth and an in-run drift of approximately 0.05/s.17 This devie was fabriated through deep dry ething
of a 100-�m-thik silion wafer, whih was then anodially bonded to a glass support wafer.

4.4. Gyrosopes Fabriated Using Mixed Proesses

Bosh proposed a gyrosope fabriated through a ombination of bulk- and surfae- miromahining proesses.18

This silion yaw rate sensor ahieves vibration amplitudes as large as 50�m using a permanent magnet mounted
inside a metal pakage. Operating at atmospheri pressure, the devie has shown a resolution of 0:30=s in 100 Hz
bandwidth.

Daimler Benz has demonstrated a tuning-fork angular rate sensor for automotive appliations that piezoresistively
measures the rotation-indued shear stress in the stem of the tuning-fork devie.19 This devie was fabriated through
a ombination of bulk miromahining and bonding of SOI wafers.

Currently, UC-Berkeley, MIT, and Honeywell Tehnology Center are developing a highly sensitive, monolithi
silion gyrosope using a high aspet-ratio single-rystal silion integrated MEMS tehnology.

4.5. Quartz Tehnology

Piezoeletri vibratory gyrosopes were demonstrated in the early 1980's. Examples of these devies are fussed quartz
HRG by Delo, quartz tuning forks like the Quartz Rate Sensor by Systran Donner, and a piezoeletri vibrating
dis gyro. Although quartz vibratory gyrosopes an yield very high quality fators at atmospheri pressure with
improved level of performane, their bath proessing is not ompatible with IC fabriation tehnology.
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5. CHALLENGES

5.1. Zero Rate Output

An important performane parameter for a vibratory gyrosope is its zero rate output (or zero bias). Geometrial
imperfetions in the vibrating mehanial struture and/or the sense and drive eletrodes as well as eletrial oupling
between these eletrodes an ause an output signal in the absene of rotation. For instane, in tuning-fork designs, if
due to fabriation aws the tines' enters of mass are not preisely aligned in the plane of vibration, their inertial fores
produe a vibrating torque about the stem just as the Coriolis torque does. This error, often alled the quadrature
error, an be distinguished from the rate signal simply beause it is in phase quadrature with the Coriolis-indued
signal. If too large, it may ause errors in sensing the rotation rate. In the ase of shell gyrosope designs, asymmetri
damping of the struture, whih manifests itself as di�erent sense and drive mode quality fators, an also ause a
�nite output when there is no rotation. By eletrially and mehanially deoupling the sense and drive modes, and
by minimizing the fabriation proess errors, zero rate output (ZRO) an be signi�antly redued. A large quality
fator and lower natural frequeny an further redue the ZRO, and its drift simply due to the fat that these two
fators inrease the open-loop sensitivity of the sensor. Therefore, high-quality materials with low internal damping
- suh as silion, germenium, or quartz - will improve the auray of the sensor. Any remaining zero bias error
should then be further redued eletronially.

Fortunately, the mehanially oupled aeleration is 900 phase displaed with respet to the veloity indued
Coriolis aeleration and an be a synhronous demodulator to the extent of its phase auray. However, this
rejetion is limited. So, the quality of the mehanial design is measured by the size of the interfering 900, or
"quadrature" signal it produes from manufaturing toleranes. High aspet ratio exures an be very valuable in
improving those toleranes. Also, ontrol of the exure sidewall angels was reognized as ritially important even
in the bulk ethed devies with very large aspet ratios.

5.2. Mathing Drive and Sense Frequenies

If the sense and drive resonant modes of a tuning fork have equal frequenies, the output signal will be ampli�ed
by the quality fator Q of the sense mode, resulting in muh higher sensitivity. However, this involves extreme
ontrol of devie dimensions and may lead to temperature drift problems if these natural frequenies do not trak it
with temperature. Beause of these diÆulties, most tuning-fork designs are not based on mathed vibration mode
frequenies. Another solution whih would allow to derease sensitivity of the system to parameters variation would
be to inrease the number of DOF. This would expand the design spae and allow to �nd a set of system parameters
whih would widen the bandwidth of the system.

5.3. Noise and Minimal Measured Signal

The miniaturization is an important advantage of MEMS, whih allows, for example, signi�antly redue devie's
power onsumption (e.g., allows to operate from a small battery and be portable). However, any signi�ant size
redution of gyrosopes is aompanied by a loss of their performane. The performane of MEMS vibratory gyro
is de�ned eventually by minimum detetable angular rate. Therefore, this problem should be solved by optimal
designing: a seletion of low noise elements in signal transforming hain, a providing favorable onditions of their
maximal robustness to external noise, an inreasing the output signal value at any given input angular rate. This will
be possible by providing e�etive use of favorable eletrial and mehanial properties of silion as design material, as
well as providing near resonant osillations of proof mass at high values of Q-fator of exiting and sensing osillation
ontours. The mirostruture also an be made as thik and narrow as possible, justifying the need for high aspet
ratio mirostrutures.

6. DESIGN SOLUTIONS

6.1. Rate Gyro with Strutural Disturbane Rejetion

An interesting solution to ompensate for quadrature errors was proposed by Analog Devies In. 20 In their design,
the gyro has a suspended body with an inner frame and an outer frame surrounding inner frame Fig. 8(a). Frames in
this design are oplanar and are suspended over and parallel to an underlying substrate. Outer frame is suspended
with exures that extend along axes parallel to a dither axis and are anhored to substrate. This arrangement of
exures allows outer frame to move along a Coriolis axis, but substantially prevents outer frame from moving along
dither axis.
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(a) (b)

Figure 8. A oneptual design of a gyrosope proposed by Analog Devies In.20

Inner frame is oupled to and suspended from outer frame with exures that extend along axes parallel to Coriolis
axis. The orientation of exures allows inner frame to move along dither axis relative to outer frame, substantially
inhibits relative motion of the frames along Coriolis axis, but allows inner frame and outer frame to move together
along Coriolis axis. Aordingly, for both inner frame and the outer frame, ontrol over allowable and inhibited
diretions of movement is ahieved by orienting the axes of the exures along the inhibited axis.20

The sensor Fig. 8(b) has been fabriated using 2 mirons surfae miromahining tehnology.21 The devie has
nearly 5000 �ngers, has a Q of 20 to 10kHz, and vibrates with an amplitude of 9 mirons. Aording to,21 the sensor
has an impressive, less than 1 ppm, quadrature errors. No results on sensitivity and performane of the devie have
been reported yet.

6.2. Rate Gyro with Dynami Disturbane Rejetion

(a) (b)

Figure 9. (a) Illustration of dual-mass z-axis gyrosope with extended bandwidth; (b) Response of the dual-mass gyrosope
in the at operation region is insensitive to resonant frequeny utuations and has over 15 times wider bandwidth than
existing gyrosopes.

All existing miromahined rate gyrosopes operate on the vibratory priniple of a single proof mass suspended by
exures anhored to the substrate. To ahieve the maximum possible gain, the onventional gyrosopes are designed
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Figure 10. The Coriolis aeleration auses the preession of the line of osillation. The osillating proof mass is intending
to keep the line of osillation onstant in the absolute spae; this e�et is equivalent to the transfer of energy between two
of the gyrosope modes of operation in a non-inertial oordinate frame. With the help of adaptive ontrol eletronis the
gyrosope will keep the energy level onstant at all time. The asotropy of the devies and appropriate ontrol arhiteture
will allow to the vibration pattern to preess.

to operate at the peak of the response urve. This is typially ahieved by mathing drive and sense resonant
frequenies. However, the system is very sensitive to variations in system parameters ausing a shift in the resonant
frequeny. For example, a 1% utuation in frequeny mathing between drive and sense modes will produe an error
of 20% in the output signal gain.22 Under high quality fator onditions the gain is high, however the bandwidth is
extremely narrow. In addition, the gain is a�eted signi�antly by utuations in damping onditions, Fig. 4(b).

Fabriation imperfetions are inevitable, and a�et material properties and geometry of MEMS strutures. For
surfae miromahining, the thikness of the suspension elements is determined by deposition proess, and the width
is a�eted by ething proess. Variations in elasti modulus, beam thikness or residual stresses have drasti e�ets
on dynami response of gyrosopes. Generally, very sophistiated ontrol eletronis is used to provide operation in
the region of the resonane peak.23 Furthermore, during the operation time of these devies, utuations in the
ambient temperature alter the gyrosope geometry together with strutural properties, and pressure utuations
a�et the damping onditions; resulting in signi�ant errors.

To eliminate the limitations of the existing miromahined gyrosopes, a design approah that does not require
the system to operate in resonane an be e�etively used .24 The proposed arhiteture suggests the use of two
independently vibrating proof masses in the dynamial system (Fig. 9(a)) instead of one, as this is typially done
in the onventional devies. The �rst mass is fored to osillate in the drive diretion, and this fored osillation is
ampli�ed by the seond mass. The response of the seond mass in the orthogonal sense diretion is monitored.

By utilizing dynamial ampli�ation design idea, the neessity of operation in the resonane mode is eliminated,
and over 15 times inrease in the bandwidth of the system is ahieved.25,26 The proposed devie is demonstrated
to have improved robustness against expeted fabriation and pakaging utuations, espeially against damping
variations due to ambient pressure, ompared to the onventional miromahined gyrosopes. Sensitivity analysis
revealed that, for the same thermal loading, the devie produes 87% less error than onventional gyrosopes.
Moreover, the proposed design was shown to be approximately 12 times less sensitive to residual stresses, and 20
times less sensitive to fabriation variations than onventional gyrosopes. Consequently, with the presented design
approah, tight fabriation toleranes and pakaging requirements an be relaxed resulting in a lower prodution
ost of MEMS gyrosopes.

6.3. MEMS Angular Gyrosope

The vibratory gyrosopes an potentially operate in two di�erent modes: the angle and the angular rate modes.23

All existing miromahined gyrosopes, however, an only operate in the angular rate measuring mode. Reently,
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there was proposed a design onept for MEMS gyrosopes that will allow to measure the angle of rotation diretly.27

The proposed devie utilizes a vibrational "lumped mass-spring system" with eletrostati ombs used for drive and
sense Fig. 10(a). The use of sense ombs interwoven between the omb �ngers of the proof mass inreases the sense
apaitane, and therefore the sense apabilities, of the devie. Upon reahing the desired amplitude, the drive fore
is removed and the energy of the system is maintained using a speially designed ontrol arhiteture. The rotation
indued Coriolis fore auses the line of osillation to preess and the preession angle is proportional to the angular
displaement of the devie.

When the isotropi osillator is allowed to freely osillate, the preession of the straight line of osillation provides
a measure of the angle of rotation (Fig. 10). The angle of the preessing pattern an be instantly de�ned from the
measurements of displaement and veloity vetors23:

tan� =
2(!2

nxy + _x _y)

!2
n(x

2 � y2) + ( _x2 � _y2)
(3)

Here, � =
R

 � dt is the angle of rotation, !n is the fundamental frequeny of osillation, x and y are the linear

displaements of the proof-mass with respet to the referene oordinate system fX;Y; Zg.
It has been demonstrated that the devie has neessary isotropy required for the operation of the devie.28,29 In

ontrast to lassial approah, thermal analysis of the angular gyrosope on�rms that the sensor is more robust and
signi�antly more resilient to temperature variations and indued residual stress.

7. SUMMARY

Until reently, there was no lightweight, inexpensive, reliable inertial sensor that ould be used to diretly measure
rotational veloity. Traditional spinning wheel gyrosopes were heavy, onsumed a lot of power, and, beause they
had moving mehanial parts, wore out after just a few thousand hours of operation.

A demand for silion based inertial sensors raised, whih promises a new wide market for many areas. In order
to introdue the inertial tehnology into the market, it is neessary to meet a number of prinipal requirements:
signi�ant ost redution of fabriation, testing and pakaging; dereasing of power onsumption by miniaturization;
enhaning of performane and reliability by areful design; and on-hip integration of devie with eletronis for mul-
tipliity and ultimate ost redution. In spite of all obstales disussed above, however, a great e�orts of developing
inertial sensors will enable to ommerialize these devies in a year or two years.
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